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Quote of the Week

Thinly sliced cabbage.
Cole's Law

W

Love Synthesized in Lab!
"Move over, Spanish Fly!"
Gord van McOlundsky, Irving Washington, Raphael C. Fibble
Correspondents of Love.
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Migratory Fish!
A

n estimated one million
fish missing from Atlantic
Canada and the West Coast
fisheries have made their
whereabouts known. In sopping-wet postcards sent to
Fisheries ministers in each
province, a cod writes:
"Having fun, gone to BC
Interior, eating well, glad
yotjt're not here."
Within minutes, fishers
from both coasts were seen
swapping their boats for 4X4s
and ATVs, and heading inland,
dragging their nets behind.
The impact on local wildlife is
severe: animals ranging from
the smallest of shrews to the
largest of moose have been
observed bouncing behind
eighteen wheelers, tangled in
the new "dragnets".
Animal rights activists are up
in arms. "We've got to protect
the wildlife," explains Lola

Pitt-Weaver. "Insist on bisonfree cod when you go shopping!"
To date, however, not a single fish has been caught.
"Well, it could be a hoax. But
you know those cod; smart little bastards, they be.
Ahhhrrrr!" explains a hardened blue-noser.
Smart indeed. Our sources
indicate that the fish sent
scouting teams into the
Burrard Inlet sometime this
fall to test the water for contaminant; pollution in the forms
high colifbrm counts, dioxins,
rotting dead fish...
Locals can only speculate.
"We were wondering what cod
were doing with those testtubes and stuff. We just figured
that they spend a few years
travelling in schools, pretty
soon they'd start doing
research. Guess they nixed the

area on account of some sixth
sense. I mean who really
knows why fish would just
ignore a thousand-year-old
migratory route. Ooo! Look! In
the water, over there, a waffleiron! Dibs!"
Reports from insiders
revolve around plans to construct a sovereign state in the
Queen Charlottes, and an
additional five hundred miles
of adjacent Pacific.
Negotiations with representatives from the'land cod'
began disastrously when
Canadian negotiator Joe Clark
chastised them for. their punctuality, only to discover that
the cod had shown up on
time, and prepared.
Clarke: "My secretary suggested I have the cod for dinner. I misunderstood." Talks
will resume after memorial services.

McCartney to do the jingle.
Can buy me loooaoveee".
Medical experts are identifying several reservations
about the new drug that
needed to be addressed before
it is released for human consumption.
Problems arose with animal
test subjects. The most striking example is the effect the
drug has on a bovine constitution, with fully-grown bulls
developing instant attraction
to large concrete poles.
Several bulls have had be
destroyed due to cranial damage.
The first successful human
test subject received what is
now considered an 'overdose'
amount. The 23 year old male
still refers to the seasonal
monsoon in his native
Ceylon as clouds that are
"...especiallyfluffythis afternoon..." even after being
taken off the drug regime
three months ago. Similar
problems have repMted in all
subjects, including the two

biochemists attributed to the
discovery.
"Apparently they discovered the effects sometime over
the Summer, but were not
able to depart the lab until
January. Um, well, ya see,
there's this cot in the lab, and
you can order Chinese if you
want... You get the picture."
The drug also produces
alternate reactions depending
on environment. Subjects
from the New York
Metropolitian area have
reported a dramatic increase
in physical abuse at the hands
of fellow New Yorkers.
Critics feel that the potential for abuse of this chemical
is astronomical. For example:
classical conditioning could
be applied to the unaware by
combining small doses of the
drug with otherwise neutral
stimuli, like say a waffle iron.
The results could be disastrous.
Scientists point out that this
is how chocolate fudge works.
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Tapeworms and ducks.
OVE IS LIKE a tapeworm. After all, symbiotic relationship with their host,
doesn't love, start in your stomach? both organisms contributing equally.
That slighly sick feeling you get dur- And if one dies, so does the other.
ing your first week of a relationship
I think I might have just reached a
can either be love, or the initial sign turning point in my relationship. After
this issue becomes public, my
that you've ingested some
girlfriend will either:
tapeworm eggs that are even
now growing into three meter
a) react well to me comparlong specimens of Fasciola.
ing her to a tapeworm, since
^ — 7
she understands that I'm a
The worm will burst
person who has difficulty
through the stomach wall and
wrap themselves around your
Majr
expressing my emotions with
lacing t h e m witn c nicism
heart, before you even know l i l f D o n a l d
y
and wrrasm
sarcasm, or
or
it's there. The worm is quite i T I ^ " V I l t t I U anrl
b) go completely insane, and go on
happy coiled about the aorta, sucking
a
murderous rampage. I'd advise runaway all the nutrients necessary for
ning for your life if you're anywhere
life.
This may sound familiar to those of near me and a woman turns up holdyou out there who no longer can sit ng a knife and muttering anything
back and watch a good sporting event about muffins. See page 7 for more
on TV without the worm turning up about psycho chicks.
and expecting you to explain exactly
It's a fifty/fifty chance either way,
what third down means.
folks.
The worm will wear your immune
I'm a very lucky person. I don't
system down, down to the point that think there's many people out there
one day you'll wake up and find you- who would put up with my constant
self enjoying gardening, or going to remarks and annoying mannerisms. I
just can't handle being all sweet and
garage sales.
That's the point at which you sappy for more than five minutes at a
should probably put yourself out of time. Or being serious, for that matter.
your misery. If you're lucky, you can
It's caused problems over the years,
take the worm out with you.
not the least of which is the eventual
You see, eventually, the worm will demise of each and every relationship
I've been in. It's like arsenic poisoning.
kill you. It's all just a matter of time.
Or like the lead poisoning suffered
So you might as well enjoy it while
you can. After all, some worms form a by the ancient Romans. Ya see, they
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Letter to
the Editor :;

Dear 432
Thank you for all your enlightening
platform suggestions. We have already
begun to work on them. However, the
hydroponics lab you suggested shall
have to be moved to the top floor; we
wouldn't want to lose collective revenue, and we feel the hemp should be
accessiblefromthe executive offices.
•
We would also like to see a spiral
staircase
from the executive offices to
From the Vancouver Sun, an article
the
beer
storage.
We realize excessive
about the true meaning of oceanogradrinking
is
not
envirnomentally
phy. Most people see oceanographers
as a bunch of beach bums, lounging sound, but we promise we'll recycle
about in chaises, drinking tequilas on the bottles and donate the refund
money to the Save the Yellow Winged
the deck of a ship.
But oceanography is far more com- Spanish Wombats Fund.
Your article only raises one question
plex than that. It's actually all about
how
can we be so corrupt if we do
running shoes and plastic bath toys.
In order to track ocean currents, an not take office until February 22? We
group of scientists down in Seattle sit are trying our best: embezzling
around and wait for cargo ships to lose money... supporting communism etc.,
some of their deck cargo overboard but we can't seem to reach the established level of corruption. We'll have
during a storm.
They then track the debris, and to try harder.
If The 432 falls into journalism from
record where it washes ashore.
its current state of slander, we'll take
In May 1990, it was 61,280 Nike
note.
running shoes. And in January 1992, it
Sincerely, your outstanding lunatic,
was 29,000 bathtub toys.
VICE -PRESIDENT ELECT
Those yellow ducks and Nike
NAMIKO KUNIMOTO
Crosstrainers are now washing ashore
all around the Pacific Rim, and being
frozen into the ice pack for future generations of scientists to discover and
go: "Huh? Where the hell did this
come from?"
Dear Namiko,
Science is kinda crazy, ain't it?
Thank you for writing The 432 with
regards to the article we ran in Issue 9
entitled "Republicans Win!"
Your point about the location of the
hydroponics lab is well taken, as I too
am an avid supporter of the Arcade. I
can remember many a pleasant day I
spent in there with the Star Trek pinball game. May I suggest the ballroom
as an alternate location?
I must also admit to an error in the
original article. Spanish wombats are
furry, rodent-like creatures, and as
such have not developed the capacity
for flight. Therefore, it should read
Yellow Striped Spanish Wombat fund.
Sorry for any inconvience that might
have caused.
As for your final point about "falling
into journalism", thanks for the warning. We'll try our best to keep up the
non-journalistic standards of student
newspapers.
Thanks again for writing, and good
luck during your term of office.
THE EDITOR

carried all their water in lead pipes and
lo and behold! in a couple of decades,
the entire population went kinda
bonkers.
So I'm fairly certain I'll wake up one
day and find she's gone the way of the
Roman Empire. Sigh. But enough
about Valentine's Day.
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Valentstein's Monster.
friend and I were discussing the however, the equation changed and she couldn't appear in lingerie on the
ideal mate the other day. She was that last number dropped to zero. Ah, cover of Vanity Fair. Somewhere,
explaining that her boyfriend was well. Perhaps it's for the best. All the there's a guy whose job is to figure out
absolutely perfect, and that should more time to write articles for our exactly how many people turn their
heads in a supermarket and
some disaster occur and she had to reader(s).
buy the product Not only is
construct a replacement, he would be
As for the issue of constructthere somebody out there
exactly the same.
ing a perfect woman: before
for everybody, but there
you begin, think of what
Oh, good for her.
must be thousands. There
I've often been asked to describe the Frankenstein was up to. That's
may even be one for me. I'd
right:
it's
one
thing
to
dream
'perfect woman' for me. I don't know
better
not restrict my
Graeme
why this is so (presumably they want about perfection, but another
options.
Charles (above)
to know what traits not to display in to create it. Can you imagine a
Kennedy
referred to a gestalt
my presence), but the question does hybrid of women I find attracapproach
to the opposite sex; a contive?
Let's
try
that
out...
come up frequently. I always give the
cept
that
I
endorse.
same answer: "Can't be done."
Woman #1: Eyes of Iman, lips of
In that are supposed to be greater
It can't be done, because my perfect Sade, body of Madonna, talent of
woman is alive and wonderfully Tiffany. Effectively a meld of one- than the sum of our parts, which in
my case is probably for the better, I
flawed, not constructed of fantastic, named people.
Woman #2: Skin of Linda Carter, can only extend the same courtesy to
unattainable aspirations. There is no
perfect woman for me, because there smile of Norma Jean Baker, body of the woman destined to be mine forevis no perfect woman. However, there Florence Griffith-Joyner (minus the er. (Can you hear you teeth crackling
are plenty of potential mates out there nail polish). This would be a pretty as they decay from the sweetness of
the previous sentence? This and
lady I can't catch.
who will do just fine.
Purdy's is why dentists love
Woman #3: Head of Uma Therman, Valentine's Day.)
One of whom I'll spend the rest of
my breathing days with, I guess. And body of Kim Basinger, eyes of that vilSo, yes. I can make a wish-list of
I'll tell her that she's the only woman lage woman from the National
for me. I'll be speaking mathematical- Geographic cover. Now I have a
ly, of course. Done it before. She asked blonde that keeps me looking over my
if there was anybody else for me, and I shoulder to see what the *@#& she's
told her no. I mean, it's just a process staring at.
of elimination.
Woman #4: The 'fantastic women of
SUS'. All combined. Wouldn't lose a
Let's do the numbers...
There are roughly two and a half bil- detail. Not that I suck up much.
Clearly, it's futile and a little
lion women on Earth. We have to
pretty much subtract those who live destructive to generate 'perfect people'
in foreign continents that I will never in our imaginations, when we know
visit, and from whom I can't expect perfectly well that it's unconscionable
women to travel, ending up at my to do so in reality. The worst part
front doo. We're down to about 200 about the whole procedure is that we
do just this, and
Million.
—
Now, let's be realisHe that does lips or hands adore, then some. Our
tic about my attracDeserves them only, and no more; mates must measure up to a stantiveness. At 5'6", I'm
But I love all, and every part,
embarassingly short And nothing less can ease my heart, dard set not by
any one person,
(as my grad photos
Sir
Charles
Sedtey
(1639
-1701)
but
by the adverwill testify: my date
tising muscle of
was 5'10" on top of
commercial giants
heels) and can easily reduce the potenlike
Calvin
Klein,
Guess,
Molson, and
tial interest among those femininetypes to those my height or less. 100 20th Century Fox, to name a few.
Worst is the cardinal sin of compariMillion. Again, let's be reasonable
son
between our current mate and
about any person's ability to 'meet'
others. Even if I went into politics and those previous. This becomes more
spent the rest of my days shaking crippling as you get older and have
hands, tousling hair, kissing babies, I more experiences to add to the benchstill won't meet more than a hundred mark standards.
people a day. Over my existing lifeeg: "She has better looks than <girl
time, let's say a Million.
1> and as good a personality as <girl
She has to be of age, but not so 2> but falls somewhere between <girl
mature that inheritance becomes a 3>and<grrl4>inbed."
factor. 400,000.
Recall: "If you measure the strictness
She can't describe Hitler as '...terri- to which the poet adheres to rhyme
on a horizontal axis, and the reliability
bly misunderstood.'399,000.
She can't be in another time zone. of meter on the vertical axis, then the
area enclosed by..."
50,000.
Or is this wrong? Is it possible that
She can't be a member of the
there is a universal ideal? That we are
Vancouver Men's Club. 50,000.
She will have to tolerate my obscure experiencing a collective Jungian
habits, which include going absolutely desire to spend a few hours with
berzerk in a Baskin-Robbins, driving Titian's Venus, or Michelangelo's
motorcycles, net-surfing, and staying David? That we are not subscribing to
home on the occasional Friday night a Hollywood-induced conceptualizato catch up on organic chem. This tion, but that the industry is respondleaves 1. So, you see, at this time she ing to our own hard-wired, unalterable
was the only woman for me. Soon, physical ideology? Not bloody likely.
Rosanne is somebody's anima, else

A

female traits. Get your pens out, call
your mom. Here's the list. Ahem.
Laughter.
Thafs it. The great thing about this
trait, is that I can tell someone's laughter without waiting for them to unbutton anything. (Of course it's bad if
their laughter is induced by my unbuttoning something.)
When you hike up a steep hill,
laughter is that cool natural spring
that sits at the top waiting. Laughter is
the secret ingredient that they left out
of New Coke. If s the first crystal from
which my product yield forms. It's
finding your parents in K-Mart after
being lost for half an hour. It's what
she does after stepping backwards over
a low hanging chain at the Art Gallery
when trying to take your picture,
despite (or because of) making a complete fool of herself in front of hundreds of people.
It's freedom, it's trust. It's love.
Happy V-Day.

Job Forum

March 16, 12:00-4:30
Cecil Green Park

Free to everyone!
Limited space available
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John 8:10
Cons: High stress job that ends each
was enjoying a lovely chat with one
of my more dearest friends, Tanya day with me scraping newsprint out
(her name has been altered to protect from under my nails.
the innocent... well, at least I meant to 3) Stand-Up Comic
alter it) whertwe started to discuss
Story: I don't think that I'm funny.
career options, particularly those per- Other people (not all of them) think
taining to money. In feet, one could I'm hilarious in person, less so in writaccurately say that Tanya was trying to ing. To them it seems like a natural, to
weasel money out of me. If there's one me it seems like a conspiracy whose
thing in the world I detest, it's beg- devious plans to conquer the earth
ging. Grovelling is okay, but begging is will be apparent shortly.
the worst. I'm not saying that
Pros: Work ten minutes
Tanya was begging, she's much
every two days, if I get good,
too smart for that. She was
I might actually earn two
extorting me. There I was,, talkdays wages in those ten
ing on the phone in what I
minutes.
thought was a comfortable
Cons: Very high stress job
atmosphere of friendship and
that will most likely have
Tanya had the absolute brilme wind up living in a cardliance to catch me off-guard by
board
box and referring to
promising to frown at me if I
anyone
didn't give her money. She will
John Them." I talk to as "One of
be receiving payment shortly.
Hallett 4) Male Prostitute
Shortly after this conversation I
Story: If it boils down to something
started to think about money, you I like, I guess that this would have to
know: what one could do with it, how win hands down. Let me review the
much of it there seems to be in the
others... yup, definitely hands down.
world, and how exactly I could get
All that and I really do honestly like
sums of it that are, quite frankly, silly.
East Hastings at twelve midnight. You
Then it happened. After spending a see, I don't exactly look like a victim
good portion of this month denying so all the thugs leave me alone out of
it, I came to the realization that I'm
professional courtesy.
going to have-to choose a career path
Pros: Self-explanatory.
soon. For most people, this is easy,
Cons: There exists a chance of havthey just figure out what they like and
ing
my ego completely smashed by a
work at it long enough to become
chronic
lack of business.
good at it. Problem solved.
My problem is slightly different: I 5) Computer Guy
Story: You might think this would
don't know what I like or, rather, I
don't know what I like best. I have, be the natural for me, knowing that
however, narrowed it down to six I've always been good with computers,
choices which appear below. Don't currently workfora software corporapanic, I'm not asking you to pick my tion, and am taking computer science.
future for me, my spiritual advisor can But I've alwaysfeltthat I've been desdo that, I'm just using this article as a tined to do something better then sit
chance to layout my life before select- behind a desk and debug an imaging
ing a path. With this critical junction program
preserved in print forever, I can look
Pros: Megabucks practically assured.
back when I'm sixty and remember
Cons: Might end up looking like Bill
the exact spot that I screwed up.
Gates.
More Pros: Might end up having
1) Professional Writer
Story: I just plain like writing. It's bank account and wife that look like
fun and apparently I'm good at it. I've Bill Gates'.
even been published in a science fic- 6) The Antichrist
tion magazine (long time ago) and I've
Story: I've always felt that I was desalso won awards for my "creative tined for greatness (see above). I didn't
satire."
know how to accomplish it until.I was
Pros: Relaxing hobby turned job watching a religious program warning
that can be accomplished from my liv- of the coming of the Antichrist ("He's
amongst us now, he may even be
ing room.
Cons: Pays about as well as a relax- watching this program!"). They poring hobby unless I can pop out a best- trayed the world under the rule of the
Antichrist and I thought: "What a
seller every year like Steven King.
great place to live." That pretty much
2) Magazine Editor
decided it. Well, that and the birth
Story: I never really considered this mark on my forehead that was
option until last year when I started removed just after I was born.
writing for The 432. The whole conPros: Get to control and manipulate
cept of being in control of a publication excites me, especially the part the entire world.
Cons: I would be terribly unpopular
about cutting an aspiring writer's article at the last second and watching with Christians, and besides, it might
him/her beg me to put it back in. not pan out.
What a power trip.
I don't know. Maybe I'll just become
Pros: Get to control the public's col- a monk. I know, I'll roll a dice. To
lective minds on a subliminal level (as make it interesting, I'll take the first
if they don't do that now, right, Blair?).one I roll three times (extra points for
figuring that one out).
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Evening at
SCIENCE WORLD
Monday, February 27, 1995
Industry • Science • Computer
Science • Math • Forestry
Technology • Medical Science
Engineering • Ecology • Earth
Sciences • Grad Studies
SCIENCE WORLD British Columbia, in association
with SCWIST (Society for Canadian Women in
Science and Technology) and Scientist 6T innovators
in the Schools, invites all women entering science to
a networking evening on Monday, February 27.
We're opening SCIENCE WORLD just for you. A
great chance to meet other interesting women from students to women in Industry and Science.
6:00 Doors open.
Please arrive at 6:00pm. For security reasons,
no late-comers will be admitted.
6:30 Registration, Refreshments, Networking,
Gallery Exploration.
7:15 How to Network panel presentation in
the Science Theatre and Door Prizes.
8:30 Movie, Beavers, in the OMNIMAX® Theatre.
Pre-registration is mandatory to ensure
enough refreshments for everyone. A small
registration fee of $3.00 is required at the
door. Call Michelle Mollineaux at 443-7440,
local 7240 for reservations

Scientists
Innovators
Schools
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There is some empirical evidence that you just can't
deny, like when you find a
trout in the milk.
some famous guy Ryan told me about but I forgot
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Interference.
uch to my own amazement, I caffeine beast, Starbucks. It wants to
shall fight my temptation to possess me (the previous sentence was
write on the subject of this most dedicated to all those who appreciate
recent holiday, celebrating the birth of it fully). It has already taken over the
other members of my lab.
marketing. And you thought
They recently arrived here
it was Christmas. Wrong! (If
from Ottawa, where they
I were speaking, I would use the
apparently don't have coffee
expression "Ernhl', which
(the centre of the universe,
sounds like a game show buzzer,
but they don't have coffee.
but somehow, it Just doesn't
Hey, it surprised me, too.).
seem to translate to print espeAll
have become slaves to the
cially well.)
Leona
grind.
Not a week goes by
Christmas as it is currently Adams
when one doesn't discuss
celebrated commemorates the
what
she
had at Starbucks, or how he
birth of, in order, guilt-induced
deserves
a
Starbucks, or how she is
power-shopping, a number of eating
being
bankrupted
by Starbucks. It's a
disorders, and some Jewish guy.
Valentine's Day, on the other hand, sickness, I tell you. Anyhow, I have
was first seen in its present form early yet to join them in their exploits, as
this century following a meeting held
a)I never drink coffee, as I believe
by Mr. Purdy, Mr. Birks, Mr. Hallmark, that it smells like burnt rutabagas
and Frederick of Hollywood. Seems
and,
that birthdays and their regular holib) even if I did drink burnt rutabadays weren't pulling in enough
ga water, I wouldn't pay $3.00 a pop
money. In later years, these problems
for it.
would give rise to the development of
I think that Vancouver will be one
non-existent holidays such as of the major breeding grounds for an
Secretaries' Day, and the expansion of economic development which I shall
existing holidays (one day) to holiday refer to, with all credit to my uncle
seasons (the period from the last Douglas, as the Coffee Event Horizon.
major holiday (ex. Easter) to a week As coffeehouses proliferate, more land
following the holiday (ex. New will have to be used for growing coffee
Year's). However, this was early in beans, etc., and therefore more coffee
the history of advertising. will have to be sold. As this vicious
Associations such as diamonds with cycle continues, a time will come
love, fresh breath with love, choco- when the only businesses on the Earth
lates with love, lingerie with love, a shall be coffee, sugar and cocoa bean
full head of hair with love, perfume plantations, dairy farms, and Starbucks
with love, etc. that we think of as franchises. The environment being
being current were actually born back ravaged by the adverse effects of...
then.
ahem, greenhouse gases, the Earth's
Anyway, as I was saying, I'm not population will be gradually
actually writing about Valentine's destroyed. Vancouver is the perfect
today. It seems that there isn't any- birthplace for the Coffee Event
thing for me to write about which I Horizon, as it is thrilled by the conhaven't written about many moons cept of excess. Other cities have teams
before. It seems that this year, every- with slumps, we have the Canucks.
one and his/her dog is coming to me Other cities have post-Stanley Cup
with their "I don't have a 'significant parties, we have a riot. Other cities
other' and my life is miserable" stories. have coffeehouses, we have the
My response of course being, "I'm Church of Our Lord of Perpetual
sorry, am I wearing a Dear Abby Caffeination.
wannabe pin? Here's the Yellow Pages
Whenever I get too stressed out
to find someone who cares." To add about this kind of stuff, I try to settle
insult to injury, my contemporaries myself by concentrating on puzzles.
have started stepping in it. It, in this Not old ones like the sound of one
case, means many things to many hand clapping, or whether the ability
people, but I shall describe it as the of a tree to make a sound when falling
Final Abyss. Already this summer has in the forest is dependent upon the
two wedding invitations, and more realization by said sound that it is
loom large on the horizon. Bring on being detected. The one on which I
Hugh Grant and a dead guy already. presently am focusing my energies was
Even worse, they're starting to multi- found on the side of a radio given to
ply. Somehow, when I was younger me by my mother, and it reads as foland more naive, I had this impression lows: "This device complied with part i
that by the time people I knew started of the FCC rules. Operation is subject to
to reproduce, they'd be at the point of the condition that this device does not
being something worth reproducing.
cause harmful interference." I have yet
How was that for avoiding romance to manage to figure out what it
and all related beasties? I think my means, but it's a great cure for insomwillpower is dwindling, as I have to nia.
focus all my energies on fighting the
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Bzzr Garden
February 15 @ 4:32pm
Hebb 12
Bring your own mug!
"Wet and Wild Wednesday"

Storm the Wall Challenge
to all Science Clubs
Ideas for prizes, e-mail
physsoc@physics.ubc. ca
Let's start some friendly
rivalry!

RT

iOU KNOW HE l£N&*> SOU WH»U

Grad Tea
February 15, 3:30-7:30
Suedfeld Lounge
Kenny Building
Professors and students!
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This is your paper And as you might be able to tell from this
issue, we almost never have enough good material to properly fill
a 12 page paper every two weeks. Now, there's a few ways to
111 problem.
solve this
One.

We could only print 8 page papers, and reserve the space
exclusively for our regular columnists. No extra space, for
new writers, for fake ads, or anything else.
Two.
We could print a 12 page paper, but only every three
weeks or a month. And we think you prefer to see the
paper on a more regular basis.
Three. We could triple our font size, put massive spaces —
between each line, and generally do our layout like the
Underground. <shudder> (
Four.

We could use more writers and columnists. We under
stand you're busy. We understand you might not feel
comfortable walking in and giving your stuff to a com
plete stranger. But please, if you've ever considered con
tributlng, or just want to ask some questions, now's the
time.
'£vt^' '

Thanks for listening,
All the folks at The 412

V
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a±±t tisdi

LPo still
(ox •uaionaiu faa&lmlua.) t j

Jlost duxlna Science Ql/eek: one hunt, most Likely in SritlB

\jheatre.

Ijinder mail keep, if he Li, an eneraetia, aooru, dive bombina C-naineer.
cTTave uou ever bs.lna stalked

by a hsyaho

Ot 6. truly a Lei.son in
Oyiowing
She

chick:

^Wanted: (Dae body-building female fox shy ComhSai

terror.

guy. 2x chromosomes, a

musk.

that at emu time,

might hull out her six inch carving

knife.

^Wanted: One. nice,, non-<^d\l\Sguy

with an ego no bigger than the. SrlL-B.

<^ehLuinhersontoSliS.iPS.OamnothLtt&r.
cTTave uou ever dated a hsyaho

chum:
^Wanted: One set of female twins, fox A couhLe of sensual guys who only

Ot i, trulu a Lei,s.on in. hotlines,.
Jhinking
She

wo rk in hair
Irs.

that at any tune.,

might twin on uou Like a homicidal

maniac.

^Wanted: One. man. c^fny man. ^Please.

cTTave uou, ever been to a movie, with, a hsyaho anion.:
lit A tiulu a Les.son in human
Drying

Seaxahlna fox a Long, strong, lean and mean man. Meathex and chains, score

nature.

to guess at any given

bonus, holnts. ^jox an experienceyou a never

foxaet,..

time,

* Whether ike LI cry, Laugh. or

U^esheratelu desired: one ohen-mlnded male, <cf\&auirement — rlbhed thighs,

scream.

strona hands, stamina, Long Looks, a ahlLdish smile and an unaontrollabLe
cziaveyou

even, been in a right with a hsyaho
Dt i, truly a Lesson in
iPLanning

Jhe

u-xge to exherienae the

chick?

itrategu.

for each and everu

unoxdinaxy...

^Jound: One hair of handcuffs and matchlr.g whlh. *Wlll return to any male

time,

who can hrove ownership, by demonstration. Contact ^liSiParty

^Whih.

mo it direct and rahid route or esaahe.
<^Needed: good conversation over vodka haxalyzers with man who Likes xed

CTTave you. ever been head over heels about a hsyaho
lit i. truly a Lesson in
Drying

much if love

Utovesttue.

ContacttheWPof

STUS.

hahhiness.

to exhress all the

CUTOUT

chick?

jExg smiles and handcuffs \Jhe beex s fox good behaulour. See you in the

time,

moxn.t^B/!BC

you.*».

One, short, tickLish hoy Looking for velaro sheets, woman attacked would be
pxeferred. Jleave replies in the SRXS

Office.

^Wanted: one Intelligent man. <zMust be sweet, coxing, yet cynical. -Jail, but
not too tall. Caring yet not smothering. Moveable, nlssabLe, huggable and
._>*<«£•£ dVyt.

SBsan

mine. xPxefexxed if in Canada, but if not a tSouth C.ast c^fsLan island will

l) want to bond —

do. iPLease reply to JSiUbs, ask for the rdationshths
fjou

Covalently.
\Jo share electrostatia
Jiut if thai bond be
Unhahfiy

radicals

Swimming
Jiove,

iPutyoux

forces..

are a bad

shall we be -

Leaik back on, my

O m not finiikea

Jo mil dear iPentlation

iPeaah:

*Was it only circumstance that brought us together?Of so,V m the luckiest
yet.

man in the world. <zHugs, kisses and Love.
^ijoux fuzzy Lion.

in a tea of Jeif>air
Jammy

bou.

slave.

broken,

officer.

]jae

^Wanted: One tall, skinny, white boy to realace broken heart. <zMust enjoy
fulL-contact voLLeyball'.j <^\ehly in herson to the JiFlLS

Office.

(

VVajited: auxre, breathing, altaulatlng system, a must In -XD(of the human

sheales for tickLish blond engineering buy.

DoDeefieeSgueaker(andXoafy)
Jhii.

Little man has. the strength

C7re takes to heaven and book
Creative

cneheeks
oras.

Ore

esta aaxii.
aqain.

Cute herson with curly hair woman t mindmeetina the right girl, c/f-sk fox
<

Jren^intie<!SllS€^ee.

see the moves, he s. aotl

out of boxs.ri.roriu.it

me. to see

a mind of his, own when he s. set

free.

On Latex or nude he can have his. way
Of Ldrofc&y

hasn t Left the building.

often

he Li,, but sky i. he s. not

^you, mould

C2TS.

for dentine'*
Move,

Cuddles.

&ay!

^Wanted: <dv\yobia scientist fox unprecedentednight

of me ^Western

Swing.

tsSo statute of limitations but should have an interest in red hair and growth
chambers, ^oodhands
HXndergraduate

a must. <3\ehly to the dv[arauii.e a/o the ^Science

Society.

cfveeded: three tons of lye to clean out the minds, of the heofde who
most of these Classifieds.

Send prices to the Editor, a/o _7ft£ 4.32.

submitted
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The Mundane Dumpster
W

Bella Carvalho
Sports

Tracy Maekinnon
AMS Report
Council Meeting 1 February 1995:
here's a lot of fun events coming
up this term! First up is the cenretty intense meeting. The AUS received a $ 750 travel grant to attend the
tipede championships. This is a race
Harvard Model United Nations Conference later this month. The Elections
where 10 people line up and run
Administrator, Brian Cross, submitted his elections report for AMS Executive,
around campus attached by a long ;
Board and Senate elections. The irregularities that occurred, such as the removal
costume; Awards are given out for best of posters and the attempt by some people to vote twice, were discussed as were
costumes as well as for winning the
the refunds due to candidates who captured 10% or more of the vote.
race.
In addition the re'sults for the referendum on the Ubyssey Publications Society
Also in March is the UBC Triathlon
(a Yes vote, so you will be seeing the Ubyssey in September) were received by
and Duathlon on the 11th. Sign up
council. The separation agreement between the Ubyssey Publications Society
now, and start your training!
was approved in principle. This means that the name Ubyssey, the room 241K
in SUB (which will be rekeyed), a $40,000 start up grant, a one year $40,000
Much later in March is Storm the
Wall! More details on that coming up interest-free loan etc., will be exchanged for a free half page for the AMS in one
issue per week. It was also discussed by Council to have a referendum (probably
later, but keep your eyes open for
not until September 1996) to raise AMS fees* by $3 for three years to create a burnews on that.
sary endowment fund for students with childcare needs. This service will put
In other unrelated news, the
the
money directly into the hands of students. Over three years this will total
Bandicoots have won their 2nd ever
$252,000
which will be matched dollar for dollar by UBC Real Estate Corp. for a
set. Science is still leading in points
grand
total
of $504,000 if the referendum passes.
total. Rebates deadline is March 20th
Resumes for Nominating Committee (if you want to volunteer yourtimewith
That's all. Happy Valentines, folks!
the
AMS) and Services and Appointments Committee (if you want to apply for a
(I'll be spending mine with my Chem
summer
job with the AMS) are now being accepted until 20 February 1995. Look
book. Oh, the romance...)
for the ads in the Campus Times if you're interested. If you want even more
information, come by Chem 160 and I'll try to answer any questions you may
have about these committees.
In discussion period, Am Johal, the incoming Director of Administration was
asked to clear up any rumours about the reason he was evicted from Totem Park
last year. Am was Totem Park Residence Association President and there were
rumours that he was evicted because he embezzled money. However, Am
explained that these rumours were untrue and that while he did sell more tickRegister Jan 30 - Feb 22
ets than the fire limit allowed he did not pocket the money and that was unrelated to his eviction. Council now considers this matter closed. However, Am
felt it was a personal attack by Mark van Kleek, the council person who asked
Am to refute these rumours. Am expressed the opinion that he should have
been asked that question only in private. Yet, Council had a duty to ask this
question as elected representatives. If this question had not been posed, the
Register Jan 30 - Feb 22
council members you elected would not be doing their job.
Council Meeting 8 February 1995:
nd I thought last week's meeting was rough. Thistimewe had a gruelling
five hour meeting. Firstly, in discussion period Am apologized for his outbursts last meeting and said he realized it was not a personal attack. A $750
travel grant for sus, which will be given to Carolynn Stevenson for her Canadian
Crossroads International volunteer work term in St. Vincent, was approved.
Frank (the new Forestry guy), Jason Mogus and myself were appointed to crra
Board of Directors for a one year term. The lease between the AMS and Shelley
Register Feb 6 - Mar 1
MacDonald with regards to the Word Processing Center was approved, as was
the first phase of the SUB renovation. The renovation will take place in the summer months and after all phases are complete we should be ready to take on
earthquakes of almost any magnitude. Hurrah! Am Johal, Tara Ivanochko, and
Namiko Kunimoto are now signing officers (as of February 22) of the AMS, as
approved by Council. And lastly, but certainly not least, the Compensation
Register Feb 6 - Mar 1
Review Report was approved, after many amendments. In fact, Anna, Bill and
myself have to go back to the drawing board in reference to the Directors of student services and Vice-Chairs of Commisssions. This report puts dollar amounts
on remuneration for students involved in volunteer positions with the AMS SO
that these postions are accessibe to all. If you want more info on this because
it's quite complicated, please come into the office and ask.
By the way, Happy Valentine's Day!
Register Jan 3 - Feb 24

' Jesse Burnett
Internal Stuff
ant a trip to Hong Kong? There
is a Hong Kong Job Placement
programme open to all undergraduate
students. All you do is write an essay
on an assigned topic and hope you are
the one chosen from UBC. The forms
are available at the sus Office and
hopefully in all the Science Club
offices.
Teacher Excellence Nominations are
open to all you keeners who think you
have a great teacher. Hurry! The deadline is March first. And the FYC is holding a Movie-Pizza night on February
22 !!!! So show up in CHEM 160 for
cheap pizza and pop and FREE movies.
And finally, I'm happy to announce
tht Executive Elections will be competitive this year, with candidates for all
positions. So come out and vote
March 1-3!.

T

P

Hash House Harrier
Mystery Run II
(Feb 23)

Table Tennis Tourney II
(Feb 26)
Centipede
Championships
(Mar 2)

A

CoRec Spring Ultimate
Frisbee (Mar 4)
UBC Tri/Duathlon
(Mar 11)

_7o all tks iLnaLz fizotiLs
out tn&iz:
<Z7)'apfnj * l/aLmtinzi, J&au I
(You'll feel better if you taunt one of those digustingly sweet couples)

*
*
*
*
*
*
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Zzz... zzz... zzz... snort!
icture this. Ifs 8:30 on a grey, rainy the rest of the week.
Monday. You're in your early
My initial hypothesis was formed
morning Physics classes in Hebb from the fact that the average person
Theatre. As you diligently (and some- needs eight hours of sleep a day, or
what blearily, thanks to the half- forty hours during your average five
dozen cups of coffee now hapday work week. If one sleeps
pily sloshing about your bladfor two days — forty-eight
der) copy your four-color notes
hours — during the weekof your professor's four-color
end, you should have more
diagrams, you catch notice of
>** V than enough sleep to cover
a low, albeit impressive
the week. However, it was
buzzing noise in the back
discovered that going withJay
rows. Turning to look (and
out sleep for more than three
risking the censure of the
Garcia days results in complete neukeeners around you), you gaze
rological breakdown. When
upon a score or so of sleeping forms, this happened to me, I managed to
oblivious to the obvious wonders of confuse a young female acquaintance
Gauss' Law.
with a talking pile of laundry. Don't
Another scene. Again, ifs another ask.
dreary morning (which occur in
Vancouver only slightly less often
than in Seattle, or onlytenmonths of
dull weather as compared to twelve).
The class is PHIL 125. At the front of
the room stands the Prof, looking
grumpy and disheveled). He's wandering on about probabilities and statistics, logic and the Laws of Motion,
when suddenly a mild thump is heard
in the back. A few disinterested souls,
hard at word at re-editing Strangway's
intro in the Inside UBC, look towards
the source of the sound. There, at the
leftmost corner, in a shadowy spot,
lies a slumped over form — your
slumped over form — snoring gently
and muttering vague imprecations
against the evils of Gouda cheese.
Your classmates kindly let you sleep
on.

P

Sleep has always been with you,
whether you've been conscious of it or
not. Ifs been there since the very first
after-lunch nap of your first ever class,
to the last snore of your high school
graduation ceremony. So it should
come as no surprise to realize that
sleeping in school is a fact of existence
as inevitable and inescapable as term
papers or taxes or your Great-Aunt
Marjorie's cooking at a family
reunion.
This fact stems from the First Law of
Somnolence, which states that the
amount of sleep necessary in a given
system cannot be diminished by any
means short of the use of proscribed
(or Illegal) medication. Or in layman's
terms, if on Sunday you're up partying
'till the wee hours, then when your
first class Monday comes, you'll definitely be feeling grey and hazy.
Throughout the rest of the day, the
sleep you missed will try very hard to
sneak up on you, leading to embarrassing situations as falling asleep in
mid-sentence, or in front of a urinal,
or right before your appointment with
the Dean.
However, the Law has a corollary:
Excess sleep is not conserved. This
exception was recently tested by the
author and found to be quite true.
Sleeping away an entire weekend does
not allow oneself to stockpile sleep for

•

It makes sense to catch up on
missed sleep where you can, rather
than attempt the almost impossible
feat of avoiding it altogether. So,
some sleep techniques to help you
through the year...
Choose the back seats, as far away
from the professor's line of sight as
possible. For those who'd be embarrassed to be caught sleeping, there's
always the very back seats. This works
well in Hebb Theatre due to the distance from both your prof and your
neighbors, and because of the low
lighting conditions. You can sleep
without fear. Snores coming from this
area are usually ignored.
More advanced techniques all
involve all the various positions with

which one can rest one's head. The
all-time favorite is the classic
"thinker's pose". Stylish and smooth,
it makes the sleeper look quite like the
little intellectual, eternally mulling
over a point of the discussion.
Another involves resting your head
on crossed forearms, facing a book.
For those with long hair, the book
may be left flat on the table; those
with short hair are advised to either
grow it long or prop the book up on
something. Just make sure your eyes
can't be seen by the prof.
Of course, the entire point of this
article is moot if you sleep in and just
miss your classes. After all, whafs the
point of going to a class if you're just
going to fall asleep in it?

BffiV^fPN

Unfortunately, there were some unforeseen consequences that Anna didn't realize about an
undergraduate thesis in Biology.

Movie Night • The Sequel

Mr.Beai.I

Red Dw rf!

fiBBRUW22

5.30PM
Cfmf60
SMStotme

PfZZA

owns!

*0,?5
POP

*0.50
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Matt and his hair.
I

've experimented with a lot of how to use his barber shears, it was far
things this year. I went to my first too late. With the exception of the
organized demonstration; I've taken odd chunk here and there that was
up something that seems to be a com- newly bald, my hair ended up
bination of swimming and drowning; untouched. Oddly enough, I wound
I took a crack at driving construction up at the barber's paying fifteen dolequipment; but mostly, I've been lars on damage control, on account of
my mother couldn't fix my
changing my hair.
hair
because every time she
Over the past twelve
looked
at my head, she would
months I have come to view
laugh
so
hard it was rather
my hair as another piece of
dangerous to let her hold the
clothing. The only differences
scissors. Oh well, my hair
between it and the rest of my
eventually
managed to grow
Matt
wardrobe are that it takes a
back,
and
it
was all in good
hell of a long time to put my
Wi^'iii
fun, right?
hair on after I've taken it off
(especially in the places it was lost in
I was sort of gun shy for a while
that incident with the lighter fluid,) after that, and it wasn't until just after
and stains on my hair are never per- New Year's that I was able to get up
manent (thank goodness.)
the guts to shave my legs. At the time,
My first real hair experiment I claimed it was for swimming " it
occurred during the summer, when on makes you faster in the pool," said I.
Yeah, right. I don't swim competiof my friends managed to convince
me I could save fifteen bucks I'd nor- tively. And any guy who shaves his
mally spend on a haircut by letting legs is just doing it because... well...
him do it. I should have realized that come to think of it, I have no idea why
something was wrong right away. I shaved my legs. One thing's for cerAfter all, my mom normally cuts my tain though, it sure gave me an apprehair, and she has yet to charge me for ciation for satin sheets. To anyone
considering shaving their legs for the
it.
first
time in the light of that new
Anyway, by the time I realized he
information,
I have a bit of advice to
was actually using my head to learn

Clues
Across
2. Fun thing to do in the tub (2 wds).
3. Catwoman's outer skin.
6. Put it on her finger and hold on.
High carbon content. (2 wds).
11. Getaway to a sunny place.
12.1 hope mine isn't seeing yours.
Also known as the ball and chain
15. Usually follows kisses, or quick
exchange of a fifty (3 wds).
18. What Grandma takes outbefore
going to bed with Grandpa.
19. Romance falling from the sky (2
wds).
20. Choose these in silk, not polyester.
21. Baaaa... <pop!> (2wds).
Down
1. Ugliest man in the world (2 wds).
4. One word: bondage. Favourite tool
of the nation's finest..
5. Throw a baseball, hit a jar, win...
score! (2 wds).
7. Classic gift, but too much can ruin
your girlfriend's figure.
8. Rhyming and dripping. Think
maple. (2 wds).
9. Classic gift with stems.
10. X_X_X_X_X.
13. What makes you buy anti-itch
cream.
14. Spelled like infection. Everyone
wants it.
16. Type of cake at DQ with Calvin
and Hobbes on it.
17. Averaging 10% an annum and a
solid investment for '95 (2 wds).

offer.
First of all, ifs a really good idea to
use barber shears on your leg hairs
before you take the razor to them.
This will prevent you from stepping
out of the shower looking like you
tried to shave your legs with a cuisinart. Second and much much more
importantly, shave the top half of
your thighs with the grain!
Imagine, if you will, walking outside
on a cold day. You get goose bumps
all over your legs. All of the stubble
under your skin tries to stand on end,
causing it to become buried in your
nerve endings. In short, going outside
in the cold feels identical to walking
through a rosebush in your jockey
shorts.
The hair on my legs has grown back
now, but I've shaved my head, or at
least most of it. A couple of Saturdays
ago, I decided to try going bald for a
while. So, I borrowed some shears ,
and had a friend shave my head in the
washroom. Unfortunately for me, he
decided to get creative, and Monday I
got to go to class with something
resembling the Union Jack on my
head. Monday didn't prove to be as
bad as it could have been; most people
actually liked it. So, I bleached it and

dyed it green and purple with Koolaid.
(Note: if you ever want some attention
from strangers, this is definitely the
way to go. I went downtown on
Tuesday, and had everything from little old ladies poking their husbands to
when I walked by a girl in a store asking me if she could touch my head.)
Unfortunately, it rained the next day,
and the Koolaid, being the next best
thing to water soluble, washed out of
my hair, only to stain my scalp. I
guess I just wasn't meant to dye my
hair.
This whole story has a moral, and it
goes something like this: get a funny
haircut Ifs a better way to look weird
than a tattoo, and it's cheaper. Most
people will cut your hair for free if you
tell let them do something weird to it.
Besides that, it's far less permanent
and a lot less painful. Note: none of
these apply if you're considering electrolysis, but I can't be expected to reason with someone who's willing to let
someone burn every hair follicle on
their bodies to a crisp, now can I?
PS I have my electrolysis appointment next Tuesday. Could someone
come with me to hold my hand?

The Valentines Day X-Word Puzzle
The topic: What would you like for Valentines' Day?
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Sex!
Selena Billesberger
For a good time call
alentine's Day is on the horizon
and love is supposed to be in the
air. Due to this I feel a need to reflect
upon this notion of a day where desire
and romance rule all else. Through
discussion of the concept behind
Valentine's day with some of the
woirien of sus. I have come to an
understanding — let's call it the
Valentine's Day Vortex Phenomenon.
This thing, the Valentine's VOrtex
Phenomenon, is quite complex in circumstance and yet utterly simple in
explanation — it is the reason why
many people, (who, by the way have
had relationships in the past), have
never, never ever, been involved in a
relationship on February 14th.. It's
•sort of like the exhibit Science World
where you send a little metal ball spiraling down an exaggerated funnel
and it just keeps circling the hole, over
and over, spinning faster and faster
until it finally drops into darkness, out
of sight, only it is you who is the ball
and the chain of lonely Valentine's
Days that represents the hole.
For all of you experiencing the
Valentine's Day Vortex Phenomenon I
sympathize, but I also throw out to
you the possibility that this phenomenon is hot so bad after all. I know, I
know, it's hard to get over the looks of
pity on the faces of friends who are
members of the non-relationship fraternity, and grating to hear the sarcastic tone^f mom's favorite phrase, "oh,
you poor baby,"1>ut you must be
strong. Do not allow yourself to fall
into a state of depression and do not
resolve to do anything rash in order to
rid yourself of this phenomenon, as it
does have its advantages. Just think,
by being a member of the Valentine's
Day Vortex Phenomenon club you are
privy to the understanding of the frivolity and materialism of Valentine's
Day. As well, you are sacrificed from
the harsh memories of Valentine's
Day disasters and speeches of, "honey,
I'm sorry but I forgot..." or "dear, but I
thought you liked power tools." As I
see it, the biggest benefit of spending
Valentine's Day alone is the allowance

V
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Made you look!

The Corrected
TV Guide™

11

of time to recollect and learn from the
We know how critical television is in the social lives of the majority of students out
best of the best of past experiences of
there, especially during midterms and finals. Here's a last minute correction from
love arid passion whether torturous Rogers'Cable for all you couch potatoes out there.
tumultuous.
My advice to those who are alone WARNING: Excess exposure to radiation from television sets has been linked to
on Valentine's Day is to think back to etinablastoma. Please don lead shielded clothing if your daily dose of TV exceeds
the time when you first truly experi- hree hours, excepting only David Letterman.
enced desire and romance. Remember
the all encompassing awareness, the
child-like curiosity. Remember the
burning feeling of the blood rushing
to your cheeks, the sound of your
heart thumping against your chest,
the undeniable tingling sensation
spreading like wildfire over your skin.
Think back to the sweet taste of
swollen lips, the cascade of silky
smooth hair between your fingers, the
fresh wetness and glow of desiring
eyes, the hidden innocence in the
half-cocked smile. Recall the overwhelming emotions, the rush of
adrenaline, the passive aggressiveness
of every move, every touch. Whether
in reality, imagination or a romance
novel, the rediscovery of your awakening holds just the same "truth" on a
lonely Valentine's day. (ed. Is it just me,
or do any of the rest of you expect Fabio
to enter the story right about here?)

16 ER - Nothing happens. Slow
night in surgery, so the medical
staff order pizza and watch St
Elsewhere reruns on the EEG
mcinitor. (IR)

You must think the thoughts, open
yourself up to the possibilities and by
doing this you will bring peace to your
mind. And, when and if through recollection you manage to escape the
Valentine's Day Vortex Phenomenon,
I am sure that you will have regained
the drive and creativity that can only
make the next Valentine's Day more
enjoyable for both yourself and your
partner, (ed. Or how about the Dalai
Lama?)
As a final note, for those of you
whose entire existence and relationship situation can be classed as a vortex phenomenon, I can only suggest
that you search long a hard for the
inner strength to get in gear; remember men/women don't bite, that is
unless you are lucky!?! (ed. Biting? I
could say all sorts of nasty things about
Selena here, but being the sensitive guy I
am, I'll just talk about her behind her
back.)

A new warning from
Health Canada.
DIE, YOU SMOKING
BASTARD, DIE!

16 Seinfeld - Jerry becomes
boring, George marries
Heather Locklear, Kramer gets
a job, and Elaine mysteriously
loses all her neuroses. The
world ends.
16 The OJ Simpsons (cc) Homer is accused in the
double slaying of Marge and
her longtime companion
Barney Fife. Trial coverage
starts today.
28 Melrose Place - Jake, Amanda
and the gang are perplexed
by the arrival of their new
eccentric landlord, Mr. Furley.
Guest star: Don Knotts
12 Star Trek Voyager -- Janeway's
voice is explained by excess
helium in the ship's
environmental systems, and
the Doctor is discovered with
an H stuck to his forehead.
16 NYPD Blue - Simone and
Sipowitz develop a strong
carnal bond. Shelley Long and
David Caruso play bit parts.
Parti o f 2 .
28 X-Files - Mulder and Scully
enlist aid of God in solving a
routine murder case. Scully is
charged with slipping LSD into
Mulder's coffee. Guest star:
George Burns.
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I Hi less - see appendix A.
busy and have a lot of things to worry
about, but I must admit I was a little
I would have said my ass, but I can suspicious when the doctor, having
completed his exhaustive and meticuassure you 1995 has been anything
lous examination of my person,
but a happy time for my derriere. In
announced to the world that my
fact, the only part of me that's had
any fun at all in the last month is the affliction was "just a lot of bad gas," a
diagnosis which turned out
little part of my brain that
to be a sizable amount of
really enjoys Matlock.
hot air in its own right. It
Allow me to elaborate...
was thus with little consolawaaaay back on the 5th of
tion and several high-fibre
January, life was pretty
laxatives that I was sent
damned good. Fresh off a
blithely
out the door, UBC's
most therapeutic Christmas
finest
having
concluded
holiday, enjoying unseasonthat,
at
the
very
least, I cerRoger
ably good December exam
tainly
wasn't
suffering
from
marks and happy as Tammy
appendicitis
or
anything
Faye Bakker's Avon lady. The
serious like that, O Honors No. In retthought of going back to school for
rospect,
I'm frankly kinda surprised
another term wasn't even so bad.
they
didn't
say to themselves,
How's that for unadulterated bliss?
"Hmm... abdominal pain... intestinal
There was, however, one small com- distention... yep, it's a brain tumor all
plication impeding upon my total and right. Better get the Black & Decker
unfettered mirth of the moment.
out..."
I had a tummyache.
It suffices to say that a short eight
Oh yeah, I know, A WWWW, Woger hours later, I found myself in the
gotta sore tum-tum. Normally, I'd have Vancouver General Hospital emerlaughed at myself for being such a
gency room, awaiting surgery and getmiquetoast about it. The only discern- ting acquainted with my new friend,
ing factor here was that I'd had said
Mr. Morphine. Truth to tell, I was a litstomach pain for four days. I hadn't
tle disappointed with the whole morruled out food poisoning at the time, phine thing; anyone I know who's
but that wasn't too likely a culprit.
had it has hyped it rather glowingly as
Usually, if you've had a bad oyster or a real smooth, groovy, cruising-comsomething, iftends not to loiter;
fortably-at-38,000-feet sort of experiindeed, quite the opposite is often the ence, and I'm afraid my flight just
result.
kinda taxied around the terminal.
And so, having precious little else to Mind you, it did take the edge off
go on, I ambled over to the Student
things, so who am I to criticize? My
Health Office to get checked out. Now, life is already hallucinogenic enough
I don't want to get on the SHO's case as it is.
too badly, as I'm sure they're very

Happy New Year, my foot.

Watts

Anyway, the long and short of it is
tions, be hosting The Price Isftjgfcfwell
that by thetimethey got to my
into the 22nd century,
appendix, the blighted thing had
b) there are actually more daytime
already done its impression of
talk show hosts on TV than there are
Krakatoa and blown itself to bits.
other human beings to interview,
Normally, if an appendix is removed
c) I've seen so much O.J. coverage, I
before it perforates, it's a relatively
can't even say "Minute Maid" without
short and trauma-free procedure: tuck, starting to twitch, and
snip, stitch, three days in bed, glrye now.
d) I cried more during that
But if the thing goes blooie, it blows
McDonald's
commercial where the
all sorts of lovely stuff into one's
guy
brings
his
friend a Big Mac in the
abdominal cavity, causing infections
hospital
than
I
did during E.T.
and abscesses and the like that can
This
all
boils
down to the fact that
keep one sidelined for as long as...
there
is
an
inconceivably
large amount
well, anything from a couple weeks to
of
crap
on
daytime
TV.
Trust
me,
the ol' Permanent Vacation, dependyou're
not
missing
anything
by
being
ing on the severity.
in class. Which brings me back to my
As you may have surmised by now, I original point about Matlock, which
didn't get the aforementioned maxiturned out to be the only watchable
mum sentence, but the whole thing
thing in existence. Mercifully, it was
did manage to keep me in sick bay for on twice a day, so I had at least two
about a month. And take it from me
hours of quality entertainment during
that spending a month lying in bed is the day. The evenings were better, of
not the dream come true that most
course... although I'm pretty sure that
healthy students might think it to be. there aren't too many people out there
This is largely because you simply can- that get nostalgic watching £/R.
not stay asleep 24 hours a day; eventuBut hey, if s all over now, and I'm
ally, you have to wake up and be
looking
very much forward to resumbored. Too bad, really, 'cause while the
ing
my,
er, normal life. Soon, I'll have
morphine may not have sent me off to
seen
the
last of the Antibiotics From
Strawberry Fields while awake, it sure
Hell
(which,
in the amounts I've conmade for some entertaining dreams at
sumed,
would
likely have stopped the
night. Just like going to the movies,
Black
Death
itself
dead in its tracks),
and I didn't even have to pay to park.
and all of this will be an increasingly
So, given that I couldn't sleep all
distant and hazy memory. Still, I can't
day, and lacking the ability to do
help but wonder what eventually
much of anything but sit and stare, I
became of my appendix, tattered,
had to content myself with braving
pestilent and swollen beyond all possithe pitfalls of daytime TV. In doing so, ble recognition...
I am pleased to say I have learned
Actually, after what it's been
these very important lessons:
through, I betcha five bucks it'll be on
a) Bob Barker will, by my calculaSally Jesse Raphael next week.
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